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and, from this, it is argued that the latter is not a mere reflection of the first. This assertion is not supported by Figs. 134-135, the brightest portions of which, the portions that would longest be seen as reflection grew steadily feebler, coincide with strong nitrogen bands.
Thunder.—For a long while no one had even a remotely satisfactory idea in regard to the cause of thunder, and it is not a rare thing, even yet, to hear such a childish explanation as that "it is the noise caused by the bumping or rubbing of one cloud against another.77
Nor are all the learned explanations wholly free from error. Thus it has been suggested that thunder is due to the mutual repulsion of electrons along the path of discharge, though there are several objections to this pleasing hypothesis. If such repulsion really occurred to the extent indicated, one might, therefore, expect a thread, or rod, of mercury, carrying a current, to spread out. Instead, however, it actually draws together, and, with a strong enough current, even pinches itself in two. Again, if mutual repulsion actually drove the electrons violently asunder, one would expect the discharge instantly to dissipate, producing some kind of a brush effect, instead of concentrating along the familiar streak. Electronic repulsion, therefore, though it must exist to some extent, does not seem adequate, nor, as we shall see presently, is it necessary to the production of heavy peals of thunder.
Another plausible, but erroneous, hypothesis in regard to the origin of thunder insists that it is caused by the collapse of the partial vacuum produced by the heat generated by the lightning. Obviously, cooling, in this case, must be rapid, especially at the instant the discharge ceases, but, probably, not nearly rapid enough to create sound, nor, therefore, ever to produce any of the crashes and rumbling that always follow heavy lightning.
On the other hand, the heating of the atmosphere, the molecular agitation due to ionization, along the discharge path is so great and the resulting expansion so sudden as to simulate a violent explosion and, therefore, to send out a steep compression wave. Indeed, compression waves generated by electric sparks are so sharply defined that not only they, themselves, but even their reflections may be clearly photographed.l A compression wave, therefore, generated in the manner just explained, apparently is an adequate cause of thunder, and, hence, presumably, its only cause.
Rumbling.—Probably the most distinctive characteristic of thunder is its long-continued rumbling and great variation in intensity. Several factors contribute to this peculiarity, among them:
a. Inequalities in the Distances from the Observer to the Various Portions of the Lightning's Path.—Hence, the sound, which ordinarily travels about 330 meters per second in the air, will not all reach him simultaneously, but continuously, over an appreciable interval of time.
1 WOOD, Phil. Mag., 48; 218, 1899.

